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The priming of a docked synaptic vesicle determines the proba-
bility of its membrane (VM) fusing with the presynaptic membrane
(PM) when a nerve impulse arrives. To gain insight into the nature
of priming, we searched by electron tomography for structural
relationships correlated with fusion probability at active zones of
axon terminals at frog neuromuscular junctions. For terminals
fixed at rest, the contact area between the VM of docked vesicles
and PM varied >10-fold with a normal distribution. There was no
merging of the membranes. For terminals fixed during repetitive
evoked synaptic transmission, the normal distribution of contact
areas was shifted to the left, due in part to a decreased number of
large contact areas, and there was a subpopulation of large con-
tact areas where the membranes were hemifused, an intermediate
preceding complete fusion. Thus, fusion probability of a docked
vesicle is related to the extent of its VM–PM contact area. For
terminals fixed 1 h after activity, the distribution of contact areas
recovered to that at rest, indicating the extent of a VM–PM contact
area is dynamic and in equilibrium. The extent of VM–PM contact
areas in resting terminals correlated with eccentricity in vesicle
shape caused by force toward the PM and with shortness of active
zone material macromolecules linking vesicles to PM components,
some thought to include Ca2+ channels. We propose that priming is
a variable continuum of events imposing variable fusion probability
on each vesicle and is regulated by force-generating shortening of
active zone material macromolecules in dynamic equilibrium.
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Synaptic vesicles (SVs) move toward and dock on (are held incontact with) the presynaptic plasma membrane (PM) of a
neuron’s axon terminal before fusing with the PM and releasing
their neurotransmitter into the synaptic cleft to mediate synaptic
transmission (1, 2). Docking is achieved by force-generating inter-
actions of the vesicle membrane (VM) protein synaptobrevin with
the PM proteins syntaxin and SNAP25 (3, 4). These interactions,
which produce force by forming a coiled coil called the SNARE
core complex, are regulated by auxiliary proteins (1, 5–7). Such
force on the VM–PM contact site may also play a role in their fu-
sion (8). At typical synapses, docking and fusion take place at
structurally specialized regions along the PM called active zones (9,
10). Several lines of evidence suggest that the formation of the
SNARE core complex occurs in the macromolecules composing the
common active zone organelle, active zone material (AZM) (2, 11–
14), which is positioned near Ca2+ channels concentrated in the PM
at active zones (15–17). Influx of Ca2+ through the channels after
the arrival of a nerve impulse triggers fusion of the VM of docked
SVs with the PM.
Priming is a step in synaptic transmission between the docking
of an SV on, and fusion with, the PM and accounts for the ob-
servation that relatively few docked SVs fuse with the PM after
the arrival of a nerve impulse (18). It has been suggested that
priming transitions docked SVs from fusion-incompetent (i.e.,
having 0% fusion probability) to fusion-competent (i.e., having
100% fusion probability), in a binary way (reviewed in ref. 19).
However, as described for frog neuromuscular junctions (20–23),
the number of SVs that can fuse with the PM after arrival of an
impulse varies greatly with differing concentrations of cytosolic
Ca2+, indicating that priming is more complex than a simple binary
transition. Biochemical and electrophysiological approaches have
provided evidence that priming is mediated by interactions be-
tween the SNARE proteins and their regulators (7, 12–14, 24) and
can involve differences in positioning of docked SVs relative to
Ca2+ channels (25). Biochemistry has also led to the suggestion
that primed SVs may become deprimed (26).
We have previously shown by electron tomography on frog
neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) fixed at rest that there are, for
docked SVs, variations in the extent of the VM–PM contact area
and in the length of the several AZM macromolecules linking
the VM to the PM, the so-called ribs, pegs, and pins (2, 27).
Here, we examined these, and other, structural variations in the
same axon terminals fixed at rest, during repetitive evoked syn-
aptic activity, or after recovery from such activity, with a view
toward testing and extending our understanding of the processes
that regulate priming. Our findings suggest a model in which all
docked SVs are primed to varying degrees by a reversible con-
tinuum of AZM-mediated forces on them, and it is the degree of
priming at any moment that determines the probability of a
docked SV fusing with the PM upon arrival of a nerve impulse.
Results
VM–PM Contact Sites in Terminals Fixed at Rest. Schematized lay-
outs of relevant active zone components at frog NMJs and planes
of reference are in Fig. 1. There are several hundred active zones
in the arborization of axon terminals that constitute the pre-
synaptic portion of a frog’s NMJ. Each active zone is ∼1 μm long.
On each side of the main body of AZM, there is a row of ∼20
SVs (28). It has been estimated that only 1–2% of the SVs
flanking the AZM in a terminal arborization fuse with the PM
when an impulse arrives (29). We examined by electron to-
mography the proximity of the VM to the PM for 103 randomly
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selected SVs flanking the main body of the AZM in resting
terminals fixed with glutaraldehyde and stained with osmium
tetroxide at room temperature. The VM of 101 SVs contacted
the PM without merging with it, as described below; the VM of
the remaining two SVs was ∼10 nm away from the PM. Thus,
more than 98% of SVs alongside AZM and next to the PM at
active zones were docked. Measurements on resting terminals
presented here, unless indicated otherwise, are from the 101
docked SVs and their associated PM and ribs, pegs, and pins and
from 230 nearby undocked SVs. All values, unless indicated
otherwise, are presented as means ± SD. We used the bootstrap
test for comparison of nonparametric data. As discussed else-
where in Results, measurements on key variables in the chemi-
cally fixed and stained resting sample were compared with those in
a smaller sample from resting terminals fixed by rapid freezing and
stained by osmium tetroxide freeze-substitution. There was no
significant difference.
Combined thickness of the VM and PM. To quantitatively determine
the spatial relationship of docked SVs to the PM at VM–PM
contact sites, we began by comparing the combined thickness of the
VM and PM throughout the contact site to the thickness of each
membrane beyond the contact site in 3D surface models of each of
the 101 docked SVs and its associated PM (Fig. 2 A–D). The
thickness measurements were made using an algorithm for calcu-
lating the shortest distances across the membrane between vertices
that established the membrane surfaces (Fig. 2 B and C) (30). For
the example SV in Fig. 2D, the average thickness of the VM beyond
the contact site was 7.4 ± 1.3 nm, whereas the average thickness
of the PM beyond the contact site was 7.5 ± 1.5 nm; these dimen-
sions are consistent with membrane thickness measurements made
on 2D electron microscope images of cellular membranes in tissue
sections (31). The average thickness of the combined VM and PM
at the contact site was 15.1 ± 1.4 nm (Fig. 2D), which was not
significantly different from the sum of the average thicknesses of
the two membranes beyond the contact site (P = 0.72). These
thicknesses were representative of those measured across the
entire population of docked SVs and their associated PM (Fig.
S1). Thus, for docked SVs there was no detectable gap between,
or merging of, the two membranes at VM–PM contact sites at the
2- to 3-nm spatial resolution provided by our methods (32).
Extent of VM–PM contact areas. The VM–PM contact areas in resting
terminals, mapped onto surface models of their PM, were roughly
oval (Fig. 3A). We measured the extent of the contact area for each
of the 101 docked SVs by projecting it onto a best-fit plane (27) and
determining the number of pixels within its perimeter (the scale of
a pixel typically corresponded to ∼1 nm2 in the data). These areas
varied 13-fold, from 46 to 630 nm2 (330 ± 150 nm2), with a normal
frequency distribution [P = 0.93 Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test;
Fig. 3C]. The contact areas accounted for 0.5–7% of the total cy-
tosolic surface area of the SVs, which varied only two-fold (6,900–
14,000 nm2). There was no significant correlation between the
extent of the contact area and the total surface area of a docked SV
(P = 0.15, Pearson correlation test).
VM–PM Contact Sites in Terminals Fixed During Repetitive Evoked
Impulse Activity. Axon terminals were activated by electrical
nerve stimulation at 10 Hz for 2 min beginning when the fixative
was applied to their muscles; all terminals were fixed within the 2
min (2). We have previously shown that at active zones of ter-
minals prepared in this way and examined by electron tomog-
raphy there are not only docking sites having SVs in contact with
the PM but also docking sites having Ω-shaped undulations in
the PM indicative of former docked SVs shortly after their
membrane had fused with the PM and formed a pore. Such fused
SVs were still connected to AZM macromolecules. Moreover,
there were vacated docking sites at which fused SVs had sepa-
rated from the AZM and flattened into the PM; nearby
undocked SVs were in the process of docking (2). Here, we
studied the relationship of the VM to the PM at the VM–PM
contact sites for 81 SVs.
Combined thickness of the VM and PM. For ∼90% (74/81) of the VM–
PM contact sites, there was no measurable gap between or
merging of the VM and PM, as at all contact sites of docked SVs
in resting terminals (all P values >0.05). Thus, the SVs forming
these contact sites were docked. However, for ∼10% (7/81) of
the VM–PM contact sites the combined thickness of the VM and
PM was significantly less than the sum of the thicknesses of the two
membranes beyond the contact site (Fig. 2 E–H, Fig. S1, and Table
S1; all P values <0.05), indicating that the VM and PM had been
fixed during the formation of a single bilayer characteristic of
hemifusion, an intermediate state of membrane fusion that pre-
cedes fusion pore formation (33). VM–PM hemifusion, as assessed
visually, has been reported for CNS synapses (34, 35).
Fig. 1. Layout of the active zone of resting axon terminals at frog NMJs.
(A) Composite map of active zone components viewed in the active zone’s
transverse plane. Docked SVs flank a shallow evagination of the PM, which is
called the active zone ridge, and the main body of the AZM, which is com-
posed of several logically distinct classes of macromolecules including the
ribs and pegs. Pins are a class of AZM macromolecules beyond the AZM’s
main body. Pins directly link the VM to the PM. Ribs link the VM to PM via
pegs, which are connected to PM macromolecules thought to include Ca2+
channels and Ca2+-activated K+ channels. (B) Three-dimensional arrange-
ment of docked SVs and their associated pins, ribs, pegs, and beams. The
docked SVs lie in a row on each flank of the active zone ridge. The several
ribs connected to each SV extend in parallel along the slopes of the active
zone ridge to terminate on a beam, which runs orthogonal to the ribs and
parallel to the median plane of the active zone. The median plane of the
active zone extends vertical to the PM and along the long axis at the midline
of the active zone ridge. The transverse plane also extends vertical to the PM
but orthogonal to the median plane, and the horizontal plane is orthogonal
to both the median and transverse planes. The horizontal plane of the active
zone is nearly parallel to the plane of the PM beyond the active zone ridge,
whereas the median plane of the active zone bisects the long axis of the
main body of AZM. A and B are adapted from ref. 2.
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Extent of VM–PM contact areas. The extents of the VM–PM contact
areas of the 74 docked SVs had a normal frequency distribution
as in resting terminals, albeit truncated (Fig. 3D). However, the
location of the center of the distribution was markedly shifted to
the left (P < 0.001, t test). Moreover, the extents of the contact
areas for all of the contact sites exhibiting hemifusion were
similar to the large contact areas in resting terminals and over-
lapped with the few large contact areas of docked SVs in the
active terminals that had not undergone hemifusion (Fig. 3 B and
D and Table S1). These results would be expected if docked SVs
having relatively large VM–PM contact areas at rest had pref-
erentially undergone fusion with the PM during synaptic activity
and those that had flattened into the PM were replaced at their
docking sites by previously undocked SVs having relatively small
contact areas, as explained in Discussion.
VM–PM Contact Sites in Terminals Fixed One Hour After Repetitive
Evoked Impulse Activity. All of the 49 SVs in contact with the PM
at docking sites in terminals stimulated at 10 Hz for 2 min and
fixed 1 h later were docked. Moreover, the extent of the VM–PM
contact areas had a normal frequency distribution with the lo-
cation of its center the same as that of the normal distribution in
resting terminals (P = 0.76, t test; Fig. 3E). The recovery of the
center of the frequency distribution to its resting location 1 h after
synaptic activity indicates that the extent of contact areas of docked
SVs is dynamic and in equilibrium, as explained in Discussion.
Fig. 2. Proximity of the VM to PM at VM–PM contact sites. (A) Virtual slice, 2.3-nm-thick, through the transverse plane of an active zone from a resting
terminal. Irregular staining of the VM of the two docked SVs and the PMmakes it difficult to visually assess the relationship of the VM and PM at their contact
site. (B) Portions of complete surface models of the two docked SVs and the stretch of PM in A. The vertices used to generate the models provide continuous
surfaces for the VM and PM while accounting for irregularities in the membrane staining. (C) The contribution to the surface models in B made by the VMs
and PM in A. Double-headed arrows indicate variations in the thickness of the surface models of the VMs (blue) and PM (light gray) away from the contact site
and variations in the combined thickness of the VM and PM at the contact site (greenish-blue). (D) Frequency distributions of thousands of vertex-to-vertex
measurements made across the entire membrane of a docked SV and the PM from complete 3D surface models. The mean thicknesses of the VM and the PM
away from the VM–PM contact site are the same (P = 0.98), and the mean combined thickness of the VM–PM contact site is equal to the simulated sum of the
mean VM and PM thicknesses away from the contact site (P = 0.72). Thus, there is no gap between or merging of the VM and PM at the contact site. (E) Virtual
slice, 2.5-nm-thick, through the transverse plane of an active zone from a terminal fixed during repetitive synaptic activity. (F) Portion of complete surface
models of the docked SV and PM in E. The VM–PM contact site is highlighted in greenish-blue. (G) The contribution to the surface models in Fmade by the VM
and PM in E, as described in C. (H) Frequency distributions of vertex-to-vertex measurements made across the entire membrane of the docked SV and the PM
from complete 3D surface models. The mean combined thickness of the VM–PM contact site is less than the simulated sum of the mean VM and PM
thicknesses away from the contact site (P < 0.05). Thus, the VM and PM at their contact site are merged, which is characteristic of hemifusion. (Scale
bars: 50 nm.)
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Variation in SV Eccentricity in Resting Terminals. To assess whether
the variation in extent of the VM–PM contact areas was attrib-
utable to the exertion of variable force on docked SVs toward
the PM, we measured the eccentricity of the profiles of docked
and undocked SVs, which can be affected by force (36), and de-
termined the orientation of the SV’s long axis.
When viewed in 3D surface models, both docked and undocked
SVs in resting terminals had three orthogonal diameters, charac-
teristic of an ellipsoid; we used these diameters to measure their
shape. The three diameters varied from SV to SV, but the average
geometric means of the diameters for both populations were similar
(docked SVs, 56.0 ± 4.4 nm; undocked SVs, 55.9 ± 4.2 nm). The
ellipsoidal shape of SVs was evident in the eccentricity of their
profiles in serial virtual slices through them (Fig. 4 A and B). We
determined the long diameter of the profiles of SVs in their middle
virtual slice in reconstructions of tissue sections that were cut either
near the active zones’ transverse plane (the 101 docked SVs and 230
undocked SVs) or horizontal plane (41 docked SVs). This revealed
that the long diameter of the docked SVs’ profiles was preferentially
oriented to within 45° of the horizontal plane of the active zone and
to within 30° of the plane of the PM at the contact site (Fig. 4 A and
C). The long diameter was also preferentially oriented nearly or-
thogonal to the median plane of the active zone (within 45°; Fig. 4
A, B, and D), which parallels the midline of the AZM. On the other
hand, the long diameter of the profiles of undocked SVs had no
common orientation (Fig. 4 A and C).
Comparison of the short diameter to the long diameter of docked
and undocked SVs, using 3D surface models, showed that this ratio
was, on average, 6% less for the docked SVs (P < 0.01, t test) (Fig.
4E). Specifically, the short diameter of the docked SVs was, on
average, 9.8 ± 0.38 nm (mean ± SEM) shorter than the long di-
ameter, whereas the short diameter of the undocked SVs was, on
average, only 6.1 ± 0.23 nm (mean ± SEM) shorter than the long
diameter. Moreover, for 81% of the docked SVs, the short diameter
was nearly perpendicular to the PM (within 45°). The short to long
diameter ratio for the docked SVs had a normal frequency distri-
bution (P = 0.99, KS test), and it was positively correlated with the
extent of the VM–PM contact area (P < 0.02, Pearson correlation
test). Thus, not only was the long diameter of docked SVs prefer-
entially oriented nearly parallel to the PM at the contact site and
orthogonal to the median plane of the active zone, but also the
eccentricity of docked SVs was, on average, greater than that of
undocked SVs, and the greater a docked SV’s eccentricity, the
larger was the SV’s contact area. These results would be expected if
varying amounts of force are exerted on the docked SVs toward the
PM and toward the midline of the AZM and that such force reg-
ulates both the extent and orientation of the SVs’ eccentricity and
the extent of their VM–PM contact area.
Because of the small size of SVs and the irregularity in the
general contour of the VM, we could not determine in virtual
slices whether a difference in the extent of the contact area was
correlated with a deviation in contour of the VM at the contact
site. However, the broad extracellular surface of the PM showed
no obvious deviation at contact sites in virtual slices and surface
models (Figs. 2 A–C, 4A, and 5A), regardless of the extent of the
contact area, indicating that a docked SV’s curvature at the site
conforms to the flatness of the PM. The absence of deformation
at contact sites in freeze-fracture replicas of the PM leads to the
same conclusion; see, for example, images in ref. 28.
Variation in the Spatial Relationships of Ribs, Pegs, Pins, and PM
Macromolecules in Resting Terminals. The AZM’s ribs, pegs, and
pins connect the VM of each docked SV to the PM, and they are
positioned to provide, by shortening, force that could both in-
crease the extent of VM–PM contact area and generate SV ec-
centricity with the long diameter parallel to the VM–PM contact
site and orthogonal to the long axis of the main body of the
AZM. Accordingly, we determined whether the number, rela-
tionships and/or length of these structures were correlated to the
extent of the VM–PM contact area and, by inference, the extent
of SV’s long diameter.
The VM of most docked SVs (85 of 101) in our sample was
connected to one end of three to four ribs and three to four pins at
distinct sites encircling the VM–PM contact area (Fig. 1B; see also
ref. 2). The VM of the rest of the docked SVs had four or five
connection sites formed by at least two ribs and two pins and having
a similar distribution. The rib–VM connection sites were on the SV
hemisphere facing the main body of the AZM, whereas the pin–VM
connection sites were primarily on the opposite SV hemisphere
(Fig. 1). From their connection sites on the VM, the ribs extended
at an acute angle to the plane of VM–PM contact site toward their
Fig. 3. Variation in the extent of the VM–PM contact areas in terminals
fixed at rest, during repetitive synaptic activity or 1 h after activity. (A) The
VM–PM contact areas for three docked SVs (dark blue) in terminals fixed at
rest were projected on surface models of the PM viewed in the horizontal
plane. Based on the number of pixels within the perimeter of the contact
sites projected onto best-fit planes and the scale of the pixels, the left
contact area is 60 nm2, the middle contact area is 300 nm2, and the right
contact area is 600 nm2. (B) Projection of a typical VM–PM contact area for a
hemifused SV (teal-blue) in a terminal fixed during activity. The contact area
is 630 nm2. (Scale bar: A and B, 50 nm.) (C) The extents of the VM–PM
contact areas of the 101 docked SVs, measured as in A, in terminals fixed at
rest vary 13-fold, and the contact areas have a normal frequency distribution
across the population (330 ± 150 nm2). (D) The extents of the contact areas
of the 74 docked SVs in our sample from terminals fixed during repetitive
activity have a normal frequency distribution (230 ± 120 nm2), but the lo-
cation of the center of the distribution is shifted to the left of that for
resting terminals shown in C (P < 0.001; t test) because of a decrease in the
fraction of large contact areas and an increase in the fraction of small
contact areas. The extent of the contact areas of the 7 SVs exhibiting VM–PM
hemifusion in our sample was similar to the large contact areas in resting
terminals. (E) The extent of the VM–PM contact areas for the 49 docked SVs
in our sample from terminals fixed 1 h after activity had a normal distribu-
tion (330 ± 160 nm2), with the location of its center the same as that of
resting terminals shown in A (P = 0.76; t test).
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connection sites with pegs (Fig. 5 A–C), which linked them to
macromolecules in the PM thought to include Ca2+ channels, and
the ribs’ termination on the orthogonally arranged beams, which
parallel the long axis in the main body of AZM (11). The pins also
extended at an acute angle to the plane of VM–PM contact site to
connect directly to the PM. There was no significant correlation
between the extent of a docked SV’s contact area and the number
of its rib–VM connection sites (P = 0.18, Spearman rank correla-
tion), the number of its pin–VM connection sites (P = 0.14,
Spearman rank correlation), or the total number of its rib– and
pin–VM connection sites (P = 0.07, Spearman rank correlation).
The staining along the length of some pins and ribs was dis-
continuous, but in all cases, the staining of the pin–VM and rib–
VM connection sites was readily discernible, as was the staining
of pin–PM and peg–PM connection sites (Fig. 5B). Thus, we
determined the length of pins, which were nearly straight, by
measuring the distance between the pin–VM connection sites
and the pin–PM connection sites (Fig. 5C). Ninety-five percent
of the ribs had two pegs, one proximal and the other distal to the
docked SV; the remainder had only one peg. For ribs having two
pegs, we designated the portion of ribs between rib–VM connection
sites to proximal peg–PM connection sites as the proximal rib seg-
ment. We determined the length of proximal rib segments by
measuring the distance between rib–VM connection sites and
proximal peg–PM connection sites (Fig. 5C), accepting that the
proximal rib segments were nearly straight and that the length of
pegs, which was <5 nm, contributed little to the measured distance.
We determined the length of rib segments between the rib–VM
connection sites and distal peg–PM connection sites in the
same way.
Fig. 4. SV long-diameter orientation and eccentricity in resting terminals. (A) One of a series of virtual slices, 1.7-nm-thick, through a reconstructed section of
an active zone cut in the transverse plane showing eccentric profiles of docked and undocked SVs. The long diameter of the profiles in the middle virtual slice
through each of the SVs is indicated by the double-headed arrows (docked SVs, black; undocked SVs, dark gray). Red and green bars indicate the median and
horizontal active zone planes, respectively. (B) Virtual slice 4-nm-thick through a reconstructed section of an active zone cut in the horizontal plane. A row of
docked SV profiles is on each side of the median plane (red bar) of the active zone. Black double-headed arrows indicate the long diameter of the docked SV
profiles, determined as described for A. (Scale bar: A and B, 50 nm.) (C) Frequency distributions of the long-diameter orientations for docked (n = 101) and
undocked (n = 230) SV profiles measured in the middle virtual slice through each of the SVs from tissue sections cut in the active zones’ transverse plane, as in
A. The long diameter of >90% of docked SV profiles is nearly parallel (within 45°) to the horizontal plane of the active zone, whereas the long diameter of the
undocked SV profiles has no such common orientation. (D) Frequency distribution of the long-diameter orientations for docked SV profiles (n = 41) measured
in the middle virtual slice through each of the SVs from tissue sections cut in the active zone’s horizontal plane, as in B. The long diameter of >90% of docked
SV profiles is nearly orthogonal (within 45°) to the median plane of the active zone. (E) Measured in surface models, the average short to long diameter ratio
of the 101 docked SVs is significantly less than that for the 230 undocked SVs (*P < 0.01, t test; error bars, SEM). Cartoons contrast the average shapes of
undocked and docked SVs based on the ratios of short (vertical double-headed arrow) to long (horizontal double-headed arrow) diameter; for docked SVs,
the short diameter is perpendicular to the PM (light gray).
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For the entire sample, the average pin length was 12.7 ± 2.9
nm, whereas the average length of the proximal segment of the
ribs was 16.7 ± 3.2 nm and the average rib length from the rib–
VM connection to the distal pegs was 26.3 ± 4.5 nm. The lengths
of the proximal rib segments connected to each docked SV varied
considerably as did the lengths of the pins (average SD for proximal
rib segment lengths, 3.0 nm; average SD for pin lengths, 4.1 nm).
However, for each docked SV the average length of the proximal
rib segments, which had a normal frequency distribution across the
population (P = 0.39, KS test), and of the pins, which also had a
normal frequency distribution across the population (P = 0.49, KS
test), were negatively correlated with the extent of the VM–PM
contact areas (Fig. 5 D and E). Similarly, the average distances of
the rib–VM and pin–VM connection sites to the nearest point on
Fig. 5. Correlation of the extent of the VM–PM contact area with length and position of ribs, pegs, and pins in resting terminals. (A) Ten-nanometer- thick
surface models of a docked SV, its associated PM, a pin, a rib, and a proximal and distal peg viewed in the active zone’s transverse plane (color-coded as in Fig.
1). (B) Surface models of the entire docked SV in A and its associated PM rotated ∼70° around the SV’s axis vertical to the PM. This docked SV was connected to
a total of four ribs and four pins; each pin linked the VM directly to the PM, whereas each rib was linked to the PM by proximal and distal pegs as in A. The
connection sites of all of the ribs and one pin (seen in this view) on the VM, and the connection sites of the pin and eight pegs on the PM are marked by three-
voxel-thick terminal segments of these structures. (C) The connection sites of the ribs, pins, and pegs associated with each of the 101 docked SVs were used to
determine, per docked SV, the average length of the proximal segment of the ribs (arrow with solid gold circle), the average length of the pins (arrow with
solid copper circle), the average proximities of the rib–VM connection sites and the pin–VM connection sites to the PM (arrows with solid gold square and solid
copper square, respectively), and the average distance between the proximal and distal pegs (arrow with solid gold triangle). (D–H) In agreement with the
sloped regression lines, the Pearson correlation coefficients (r), and the P values (p) show that from docked SV to docked SV the average length of the
proximal segment of the ribs (D), the average length of the pins (E) and the average proximity of the rib–VM connection sites and pin–PM connection sites to
the PM (F and H) are negatively correlated with the VM–PM contact area, whereas the average distance between the proximal and distal pegs (G) is positively
correlated with the VM–PM contact area. As indicated by the regression lines, the extent of variation for each parameter (D–H) was ∼4 to ∼5 nm.
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the PM (Fig. 5C), which also had normal frequency distributions
across the populations (rib–VM, P = 0.80; pin–VM, P = 0.42; KS
test), were negatively correlated with the extent of the contact area
(Fig. 5 F and H). Thus, the larger a docked SV’s VM–PM contact
area and, by inference, the more eccentric its ellipsoid shape, the
shorter was the average length of its proximal rib segments and pins
and the shorter was the average distance from its rib–VM and pin–
VM connection sites to the PM.
By contrast, we detected no correlation between the extent of
a docked SV’s contact area and the average distance from its rib–
VM connection sites to its distal peg–PM connection sites (P =
0.78, Pearson correlation test). However, the extent of a docked
SV’s contact area was positively correlated with the average
distance between the proximal peg–PM connection sites and the
distal peg–PM connection sites, which ranged from 11 to 24 nm
(Fig. 5 C and G) with a normal frequency distribution (P = 0.99,
KS test). Based on the regression line in Fig. 5G, the average
extent of variation of the proximal to distal peg distance be-
tween the smallest and largest contact areas was ∼4 nm. Thus,
the positive correlation between the extent of a docked SV’s
VM–PM contact area and the average shortness of the proximal
rib segments was attributable in part to increased nearness of the
proximal pegs to the VM–PM contact site.
Measurements from NMJs Fixed by Rapid Freezing and Stained by
Freeze-Substitution. The above electron tomography was done
on frog muscles fixed with an isosmotic solution of phosphate-
buffered glutaraldehyde and stained with an isosmotic solution
of buffered OsO4 at room temperature. Because such fixation
involves chemical reactions that may require seconds to mi-
nutes to occur throughout a tissue, it is widely thought that
an alternative method of fixation by rapid freezing, which
occurs almost instantaneously, and staining by OsO4 freeze-
substitution presents structures closer to their native state. How-
ever, in comparing the two fixation/staining methods, we and others
(2, 37–39) have not detected measurable differences in the pres-
ervation of certain components of axon terminals. In particular, we
have previously reported for frog NMJs that the dimensions of
AZM macromolecules and the number and distribution of their
connections sites on docked SVs are similar regardless of which
fixation/staining method was used (2, 37). Here, we compared our
measurements on the spatial relationships of AZM macromole-
cules, SVs and PM in terminals fixed with glutaraldehyde and
stained with OsO4 at room temperature to measurements on the
same parameters in a smaller sample size from a muscle fixed and
stained by rapid freezing and freeze-substitution. Again, there was
no difference at 2- to 3-nm spatial resolution (Table S2). Based on
this and our previous electron tomography studies involving both
methods of tissue preparation on multiple muscles (2, 37), fixation
and staining by glutaraldehyde and OsO4 at room temperature
offer the advantage that adequate staining of AZM is more re-
liable from muscle to muscle.
Aldehydes have been reported to induce SV fusion with the
PM (40). However, we did not find Ω-shaped or other undulations
of the PM at any of the >36 active zones in resting terminals ex-
amined by electron tomography in this study. Such undulations
Fig. 6. Schematic of the AZM-mediated variable force hypothesis for the priming of docked SVs at frog NMJs. According to the hypothesis, the priming of a
docked SV is the progressive destabilization of the VM and PM at their contact site toward fusion threshold and the movement of the SV’s associated Ca2+
channels toward the contact site and the SV’s Ca2+ sensors involved in impulse-triggered VM–PM fusion. These events result from variable forces generated by
the shortening of the multiple pins and proximal rib segments of the AZM that link the VM of each docked SV to components of the PM, including Ca2+
channels. The degree of shortening of each pin and proximal rib segment is independent and reversible because of the tightening and loosening, in dynamic
equilibrium, of the SNARE core complexes that the pin and proximal rib segments are thought to contain. (A) The sum of the forces generated by the
shortening/lengthening of individual pins and proximal rib segments (indicated by copper and gold double-headed arrows) at any moment determines not
only the degree of VM and PM destabilization (indicated by stipple density) and the average distance of the Ca2+ channels from the contact site (green
double-headed arrow) at that moment but also the extent of the contact area (black double-headed arrow) and the eccentricity of the SV’s shape (blue
double-headed arrow). (B) Frequency distributions, based on our direct measurements, of the extent of priming-related parameters per docked SV, ranging
from minimum to maximum, across the population of docked SVs at a resting NMJ at any given moment. The relatively few docked SVs most primed when a
nerve impulse arrives have the highest probability of being among the 1–2% of the docked SVs that fuse with the PM to mediate impulse transmission.
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would be expected if the glutaraldehyde solution we used had in-
duced a significant level of VM–PM fusion. Furthermore, we ob-
served no SV openings (41) in the entire PM at any of more than
200 active zones, including several thousand docked SVs, in our
library of frog NMJs examined by conventional electron microscopy
in freeze-fracture replicas from muscles fixed with isosmotic solu-
tions of glutaraldehyde (42). The absence of a significant effect of
glutaraldehyde fixation on SV fusion with the PM is consistent with
our observation that such fixation does not have a measurable effect
on the spatial relationships of docked SVs and their associated AZM
macromolecules and PM at active zones of the frog’s NMJ com-
pared with those from similar preparations fixed by rapid freezing.
Discussion
We found that at the VM–PM contact site of docked SVs in axon
terminals of frog NMJs fixed at rest, there was no discernible gap
between, or merging of, the VM and PM. However, the extent of
the VM–PM contact area from docked SV to docked SV varied by
more than an order of magnitude, even though docked SVs were
similar in size. The different extents of contact areas had a normal
frequency distribution, indicating they are members of a homoge-
neous population. Thus, the variation across the population repre-
sents different degrees of the same regulatory processes occurring at
the different contact sites.
Fixing nerve terminals during synaptic activity, which captures
SVs at active zones in various stages of docking on, fusion with,
and flattening into the PM (2, 23), provided a way of determining
whether the degree of priming of a docked SV for fusing with the
PM is dependent on the extent of its VM–PM contact area. Ap-
proximately 90% of the SVs contacting the PM at docking sites in
terminals treated in this way were docked as were all such SVs in
resting terminals. The extent of their contact areas was also nor-
mally distributed. If there were no relationship between fusion
probability of a docked SV and its contact area, one would expect
that the location of the center of the normal distribution would be
the same as that in resting terminals. However, it was shifted to the
left, such that the fraction of docked SVs having relatively large
contact areas in resting terminals had been reduced and the fraction
of those having smaller contact areas had been increased. For the
remaining ∼10% of the SVs contacting the PM at docking sites, the
VM and PM at the contact site were hemifused, an intermediate of
membrane fusion that precedes the formation of a fusion pore (33),
and the extent of all of the hemifused contact areas was similar to
that of the large contact areas measured at rest. The occurrence of
hemifusion only at relatively large VM–PM contact areas in our
samples demonstrates that docked SVs with large VM–PM contact
areas preferentially fuse with the PM during synaptic activity. Ac-
cordingly, the leftward shift in the normal distribution of VM–PM
contact areas of docked SVs fixed during activity must have been
due in part to docked SVs with large contact areas having prefer-
entially fused with, and flattened into, the PM before fixation oc-
curred. The probability of a docked SV fusing with the PM upon
arrival of an impulse is determined by its degree of priming. Thus,
our results show that processes regulating the extent of the VM–PM
contact area of a docked SV must also regulate its degree of
priming; the larger a docked SV’s VM–PM contact area the
more the docked SV is primed (Fig. 6).
For the stimulated terminals fixed during synaptic activity, the
leftward shift in the normal distribution of VM–PM contact
areas of docked SVs not only indicates that docked SVs having
large VM–PM contact areas had selectively fused with and flattened
into the PM, but the shift also indicates that those fused SVs that
had flattened into the PM were replaced at their docking sites by
SVs that initially formed relatively small VM–PM contact areas.
Because the curve was not bimodal or skewed to the left, some of
the newly formed VM–PM contact areas must have undergone
gradual expansion, which indicates that the processes regulating the
extent of a docked SV’s VM–PM contact area are dynamic. In
terminals similarly stimulated and allowed to rest for 1 h before
fixation, all SVs at docking sites were docked and the location of the
center of the normal frequency distribution of their contact areas
was the same as in resting terminals. Because the curve was not
skewed to the right, the contact areas of newly docked SVs had not
only expanded over time but had also variably and randomly con-
tracted to reach equilibrium. According to this likelihood, the dy-
namic processes that regulate VM–PM contact area/priming of a
docked SV are randomly variable, and those docked SVs that have
the largest VM–PM contact areas the moment an impulse arrives
are most primed for fusing with the PM at that moment (Fig. 6).
In order for the VM of a docked SV to fuse with the PM both
the VM and PM must be energetically destabilized at their
contact site until they reach fusion threshold; above fusion
threshold the lipid bilayers spontaneously undergo a series of
rearrangements to form the hemifusion intermediate and ulti-
mately the fusion pore (33). Force is known to drive de-
stabilization of apposed artificial lipid membranes toward fusion
threshold (8). We found that the average eccentricity of the
docked SVs’ ellipsoid shape in resting terminals was significantly
greater than that of undocked SVs. Moreover, the long diameter
of the docked SVs ran parallel to the PM and orthogonal to the
long axis of the main body of the AZM, which connects them to
the PM. Positively correlated with the extent of a docked SV’s
eccentricity was the extent of its VM–PM contact area, whereas
the curvature of the VM conformed to the flatness of the PM.
These findings indicate that force is exerted on docked SVs to-
ward the AZM and toward the PM; the greater the force, the
greater is the eccentricity of a docked SV and the larger is the
SV’s VM–PM contact area. Thus, we propose that the variable
priming of docked SVs for fusion with the PM involves the vari-
able exertion of force on VM–PM contact sites by components of
the AZM, so that those docked SVs that are most primed when an
impulse arrives are nearest VM–PM fusion threshold (Fig. 6).
The AZM’s ribs, pegs, and pins, which connect the VM to the
PM, are appropriately positioned to exert force that brings about
the correlated variation in a docked SV’s eccentricity and the
extent of its VM–PM contact area. The ribs connected to each
docked SV on the hemisphere that faces the main body of the
AZM run in parallel toward the midline of the main body.
Nearly all ribs are linked to macromolecules in the PM by two
pegs, one proximal and the other distal to the docked SV. The
pins linked to the opposite SV hemisphere extend to connect
directly with the PM. There was no significant correlation be-
tween the number of rib/pin connections to a docked SV and the
extent of its VM–PM contact area, and the length of the indi-
vidual proximal rib segments and pins connected to each docked
SV varied considerably. However, for each of the docked SVs,
the shorter the average length of the proximal rib segments and
pins linked to the SV, the nearer were the SV’s rib–VM and pin–
VM connection sites to the PM and the greater was the extent of
the SV’s VM–PM contact area. Accordingly, we propose that the
variable force exerted on a docked SV that accounts for the
variation in its eccentricity, in the extent of the SV’s VM–PM
contact area and in the degree of the SV’s priming is derived
from the average variable shortening and lengthening of its
proximal rib segments and pins (Fig. 6).
Electrophysiological experiments made on certain CNS synapses
have led to the suggestion that the priming of a SV is dependent in
part on changes in its relative proximity to Ca+2 channels (25). It has
also been estimated that just a 5-nm difference in the distance be-
tween the Ca+2 channels and docked SVs at an active zone would
have a profound effect on the probability that the Ca+2 entering the
cytosol through the channels upon arrival of a nerve impulse will
reach the SV’s Ca+2 sensors, synaptotagmin, in sufficient concen-
tration to trigger VM–PM fusion (43). The membrane macromol-
ecules to which pegs are linked are thought to include Ca+2
channels (44–46). We showed that in resting terminals the proximal
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pegs were on average ∼4 nm closer to docked SVs having the
largest VM–PM contact areas than to docked SVs having
the smallest VM–PM contact areas. Accordingly, our results raise
the possibility that force generated by the shortening of the proxi-
mal rib segments contributes to increasing the degree of priming of
a docked SV, not only by energetically destabilizing the VM and
PM at their contact site toward fusion threshold but also by dis-
placing the proximal pegs and their associated Ca+2 channels
toward the SV’s synaptotagmin (Fig. 6). Force exerted on the
Ca2+ channels could further influence the degree of priming by
increasing the channel’s ion conductance, as has been shown for
voltage-dependent K+ channels (47).
The SNARE core complex and its auxiliary proteins are
thought to be involved in both docking and priming (1, 5–7, 12–
14, 24). Because the complexes link the VM to the PM as do the
proximal rib segments/pegs and pins, their apparent length [∼14
nm (48)] is similar to the average length of the proximal rib
segments/pegs (∼17 nm) and the pins (∼13 nm), and there are no
discernible structures in the vicinity of the VM–PM contact site
other than proximal rib segments/pegs and pins, it is reasonable
to suggest that the SNARE core complex and its auxiliary pro-
teins are components of these structures. Accordingly, whereas
the SNARE core complex and its auxiliary proteins would be
contained in each pin, the PM’s syntaxin and SNAP25 would reach
the proximal rib segments to form the core complex with the SV’s
synaptobrevin via the proximal pegs alongside the cytosolic portion
of Ca2+ channels, which are also thought to occupy the pegs and
extend into the ribs (2, 11, 49). Biochemical findings indicate that
the SNARE core complex and its auxiliary proteins can be linked to
N-type Ca2+ channels such as those at active zones of the frog’s
NMJ (50). If each pin and proximal rib segment were to have one
SNARE core complex there would be six to eight complexes linked
to the great majority of docked SVs, which is within the range of
complexes per docked SV predicted from biochemistry (51). The
coiling of the SNARE proteins to form the SNARE core complex
generates force, and it has been suggested that during SV docking
such force overcomes the repulsive forces between the lipids of the
VM and PM (52) to bring about and maintain the direct contact of
the membranes (3, 4). Moreover, several lines of evidence indicate
the coiling of an individual SNARE core complex is dynamic and in
equilibrium between loose (long) and tight (short) conformations
(53–55); repulsive forces between the lipids of the VM and PMmay
drive uncoiling of the SNARE core complex. The concept of in-
dependently and randomly reversing transitions in the coiling of
SNARE core complexes in proximal rib segments and pins after
docking has been achieved provides an explanation for our obser-
vation that it is the average length of these structures that is cor-
related with the degree of priming of a docked SV.
Although AZM is associated with docked SVs at synapses
throughout vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems, the gross
arrangement of AZM relative to the docked SVs is strikingly dif-
ferent (10) from one synaptic type to another within a species and
for the same synaptic type between species. However, at all synapses
where AZM relationships have been examined by electron to-
mography, AZMmacromolecules link the VM to the PM (2, 11, 12,
14, 27, 37, 56–59). This commonality, together with the high degree
of homology of proteins involved in docking and priming at all
synapses (60), suggests that our AZM-mediated variable force hy-
pothesis (Fig. 6) for the regulation of priming at the frog’s NMJ may
have general applicability.
Materials and Methods
Animal experimentation was approved by Stanford University’s (Animal Use
Protocol no. 10505) and Texas A&M University’s (Animal Use Protocol no.
2011-18) administrative panels on laboratory animal care (Institutional An-
imal Care and Use Committee). Frogs (Rana pipiens, ∼5-cm nose-rump
length) were terminally anesthetized (MS-222; Sigma Chemical) and pithed.
Paired cutaneous pectoris muscles were used for all observations. The mus-
cles are broad, flat and one to three muscle fibers thick, which favors rapid
and uniform fixation and staining. The muscles were prepared for electron
tomography according to the methods described in SI Materials and Meth-
ods, Tissue Preparation.
Electron Tomography.We used a total of 91 datasets (36 from terminals fixed
at rest with glutaraldehyde; 34 from terminals fixed during evoked impulse
activity with glutaraldehyde; 17 from terminals fixed 1 h after evoked impulse
activity with glutaraldehyde; 4 from terminals fixed at rest by rapid freezing).
The datasets were collected at magnifications ranging from 38,000× to
125,000×, according to the methods in refs. 2, 11, and 37, which are briefly
described in SI Materials and Methods, Electron Tomography.
Data Analysis.
Membrane thickness. For docked SVs, we made thickness measurements on
surface models of the VM and the PM away from the VM–PM contact site and
of the combined VM–PM at the contact site using an algorithm designed to
calculate the shortest distances across the membrane between vertices that
established the membrane surfaces, as indicated by the double-headed arrows
in Fig. 2 C and G. Specifically, the membrane thickness measurements were
made for all vertices of each surface model. Straight lines were drawn from
each vertex to each of its neighboring vertices and extended beyond the
surface model. Along the direction of each line, and within a cylinder having a
radius of 1.5 nm, the distance between the two farthest vertices was mea-
sured. The minimum value of the measured distances along the cylinders from
a vertex to all of its neighboring vertices was determined as the membrane
thickness at the position of that vertex. For each docked SV, there were ∼2,400
intersurface vertex calculations at the contact site between a VM and PM,
∼250,000 for the rest of the VM, and ∼2,000,000 for adjacent portions of PM.
Extent of the VM–PM contact area. The vertices at the interface of the VM and
PM at their contact site were projected onto the best-fit plane along an
eigenvector containing the least eigenvalue, which was calculated using the
covariance matrix of the vertices’ coordinates (61). The best-fit plane was
pixilated, and each pixel was standardized to have the area of one face of a
voxel from the reconstruction to maintain scale. The contact area was cal-
culated by counting the number of pixels that contained the projected
vertices and converting it to area according to scale. Where the defined
surfaces of the VM and PM intersected, they were considered in contact.
SV size, surface area, and eccentricity. The 3D shape of each SV surface model
was determined by measuring three orthogonal diameters along the three
eigenvectors. The longest diameter was designated the “long diameter” (dl),
the shortest diameter was designated the “short diameter” (ds), and the
intermediate diameter was designated the “intermediate diameter” (di).
To determine the size of each docked and undocked SV in our datasets, dl,
di, and ds were used to calculate a geometric average according to the
following equation: SV  size  = ðdldsdiÞ1=3.
The surface area (S) of each SV surface model was determined using the
formula for the surface area of an ellipsoid according to the following equation:
S=
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x   , F(x,k), and E(x,k) were first and second
incomplete elliptic integrals. The calculation was carried out using Matlab
functions for incomplete elliptic integrals (MathWorks). The ratio of ds to dl
was used as an indicator of SV eccentricity, as presented in Fig. 4E.
Orientation of SV profile eccentricity. Using the long diameter of SV profiles in
the middle virtual slices through them, we calculated its angular orientation
with respect to the active zone’s horizontal and median planes. For docked SVs,
we also calculated it with respect to the plane of the VM–PM contact site.
Connection site distances. The connection sites of the ribs and pins with the VM
were defined by the vertices at the rib–VM and pin–VM interfaces in surface
models. The connection sites of the pins and pegs with the PM were defined
in the same way.
The distance from each rib–VM and pin–VM connection site to the closest
point of the PM was determined by measuring the length between each
vertex within the connection site to the closest vertex of the PM and averaging
the lengths. The distance between each pin’s VM connection site and PM
connection site was determined by measuring the length between each
vertex within the pin–VM connection site to all of the vertices of the pin–PM
connection site, and averaging the lengths. The distance between each rib’s
VM connection site and the rib’s proximal peg–PM connection site and the
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distance between each rib’s proximal peg–PM connection site and the rib’s
distal peg–PM connection site were determined in the same way.
Statistical analyses. Two-tailed Student’s t tests, KS tests, Pearson’s product–
moment correlations, and Spearman rank correlations were performed with
OriginPro software package (OriginLab). The bootstrap test method (62),
which was performed with the Interactive Data Language (IDL) software
package (Exelis), was used for comparing membrane thicknesses, and is
described in SI Materials and Methods, The Bootstrap Test.
Computer Hardware and Software. For the analyses, a personal computer was
used loaded with Windows Vista, IDL version 7, Java 6, EM3D (version 1.3)
coded in IDL, and EM3D 2.0 coded in C++ and Java.
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